Hunter and Fox

Instructive Stories from teachings of Srila Bhaktisiddhanta Sarasvati Thakur
Once a hunter was chasing a fox in the forest for hunting
After some time he caught the fox and he was about to kill the fox.
But he saw the king approaching him. So he put the fox behind his coat on his back as fox hunting was illegal.
The King greeted him and began to talk.

How are you today?

Oh, I am very good, your majesty.
The King had long conversation with the hunter on various subjects from weather to defense.
While the hunter was talking to the king, the half dead fox was slowly biting the hunter in the back.
However, the hunter kept on tolerating the pain and had to force himself to completely remain cool during the discussions with the king.
And then the king left.
Due to biting of the half dead fox, as soon as the king left, the hunter collapsed and died.
MORAL:
We should always reveal our minds and never keep problems to ourselves, masking them over, otherwise we will have difficulty in Krsna consciousness.

-Srila Prabhupada